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the first women in virginia were prominent in
a few ways. the virginia company of london

encouraged virginia women to enter the
plantation workforce in record numbers, and
most of them received husbands who also

entered the plantations. some women were
more fortunate than others, and some of

these women, such as pocahontas, became
powerful symbols of native american

cultures and english lives. other women,
such as sarah morgan, rebecca manigault,
and the smith sisters, became marginalized
as they served the plantation masters and
merchant class. still others, such as anne
boniface and elizabeth the daughter of
richard bennett, were forced to become
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nuns. some women worked as seamstresses
or shopkeepers and sometimes as bankers

or accountants. in 1631, several women
were granted letters of protection by the

virginia company, indicating that they were
considered competent in business affairs
and had the freedom to enter commercial
transactions. these women included: the

wife of gregory freeman, elizabeth bohun,
and the daughters of nicholas west, mary

west, jane west, and margaret freeman, as
well as mary walcott, ann steward, elizabeth
steward, and thomas lupsett. the population
of virginia continued to grow slowly until the
1720s, when it began a steady rise. in 1621,
virginia contained only 2,000 people, at the

time of its first census. by 1700, it had
climbed to nearly 23,000, mostly of english
descent. with the help of women and the

first few affluent planters, children
outnumbered adults in the english middle

class by approximately 30 to 1. this
imbalance was cause for concern. the
quakers, who rejected slavery and the
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sexual double standard, encouraged
childbearing
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virginia, too, eventually became
independent from great britain in 1776.

however, the declaration of independence
did not so much as create such a state as un-
create one. before the war, the british crown
had granted vast amounts of territory to the
english colonies; the war was fought to keep
those territories. the new colony of virginia

had begun with about 1.5 million acres (17.8
square miles) of land for each of its 60,000
people, and by 1776, those numbers had
increased to about 1.5 million acres (3.4

square miles) for 200,000 people. the
expanding population was being fed by

virgin land, which had been opened up by
the colonists; the crowns of france and spain
controlled much of the east and the south;

and the west was a vast wilderness. virginia
was a strange conglomeration of french and

english cultures. the colony started with
frenchmen who were imported as prisoners
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of war. with the support of the english-born
settlers, they had established the

independent colony of virginia, a short
distance to the north of their prison. but then
came the british troops, who were primarily
scottish. enraged by the frenchies actions,
the british attacked; and when the british

were forced to surrender, the french began
to drive them out of the peninsula. at the

same time, the spanish and french were at
war; and, against the dictates of the empire,

the colonists sided with the spanish. the
british, in turn, allied themselves with the
french. the war dragged on for the rest of
the century, and its final outcome was not

settled until the treaty of 1763. in the
meantime, most of the lands in what

became virginia were occupied by the french
and british. some of these areas were to

prove significant to the new nation. virginia
also experienced the beginnings of the

united states slave trade, when in 1705, the
general assembly authorized planters in

virginia to import african slaves. in 1710, the
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legislature made it illegal to sell american
indians to the west indies. the assembly

made this prohibition because in 1709 a ship
captain had purchased some indians
intending to sell them in barbados.

unsuccessful in doing so, he had taken them
on board and sold them to the west indies.

this act thus became known as the slave act.
this meant that virginias slave population
had almost doubled between 1705 and
1715, so that in 1700 there were 2,468

enslaved africans in virginia, but by 1715 the
number had reached 6,281. however, it was
not until the general assemblys act for the
more efficient reformation of the servants

and slaves code of 1705 that slavery
became fully entrenched in the colony.
under this law, slaves became valued

property. slaves could be stolen and their
owners could punish them without recourse.
the punishment could be by death, severe
whipping, or castration. slaves themselves

were forced to work long hours, for very little
money, and were prohibited from selling (or
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even producing) any products, even for their
own consumption. 5ec8ef588b
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